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E-Space develops a cutting-edge technical framework
The E-Space project's technical workshop took place in Brussels, on the 23rd of March 2015, at the iMinds ? Vrije Universiteit
Brussel (VUB) offices; the event, aimed at presenting E-Space's architecture and implementation choices for the development of its
technical structure, was open to the public and attended by over 50 experts from all over Europe.

The workshop venue
The project's Technical Space is a framework for storing, accessing and processing contents and metadata. The Technical Space is
interoperable with complementary services emerging from the Europeana group of projects. Thanks to it and based upon IPR
licensing, curators, scholars, professional users and third party developers will be able to search for and manage resources within a
safe space, to use and re-use them for the evolution of knowledge and the development of applications.
The Technical Space's system and implementation choices consist specifically in:

A Data Infrastructure that includes the retrieval and storage layers for content and metadata from available sources.
A Metadata Processing Unit that integrates available services for the management and manipulation of metadata resources.
Access APIs constituting a set of interfaces that will be made available for the delivery of resources and the creation of
applications.
During the workshop, discussion and interaction with the invited stakeholders focused on validating and expanding the specification
of functional and non-functional requirements of the Technical Space, in order to fulfil the needs of a wide user base.
Representatives from the E-Space Consortium (the Technical Coordinator Promoter, the responsible for the development of the
technical infrastructure NTUA and the pilot leaders) attended to collect feedbacks on the following topics:

- Content - navigate, access, licensing
- Metadata - models, serialisations, delivery protocols, cleaning and enrichment services
- Datasets - management, analytics, indexing, transformations
- Aggregations - combining your data with Europeana & DPLA, interfaces with open media repositories, preservation and
sustainability
- Semantic web technologies - linked data repository, reasoning, query answering
- APIs - authentication, content, metadata, services
- Interoperability - development approaches, polyglot storage, processing engines, integration.
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The workshop started in the morning of the 23rd of March.
After the registration and a nice welcome coffee, E-Space Technical Coordinator Antonella Fresa (Promoter SRL) opened the day
with an introduction to the project [download Fresa's presentation]; it was then the turn of James Morley (Europeana Foundation),
who delivered a presentation of the Europeana Labs [download Morley's presentation].
Nasos Drosopoulos (NTUA - National Technical University of Athens) intervened after the coffee break, concluding the morning
with a presentation of the E-Space Technical Infrastructure and protected content space [download Drosopoulos' presentation].
After the lunch, the second part of the day started, devoted to ?Tutorial and practical experiments using the Europeana Labs? ?
session coordinated by Remy Gardien of the Europeana Foundation [download Gardien's presentation] ? and to ?Tutorial and
practical experiments using the E-Space Technical Infrastructure and its protected content space? ? session coordinated by Nasos
Drosopoulos. These last sessions helped in particular to show how the two platforms (Europeana Labs - E-Space Technical
Infrastructure and protected content space) work from a technical point of view and which are the APIs and Interfaces that the
services of the two platforms are based on.
The last part of the event was finally dedicated to conclusive discussions and remarks.
Thanks to this workshop, the E-Space Consortium was able to collect from the attendees a great many feedbacks and inputs, useful
to complete the development of the E-Space's Technical Space. Furthermore, the event gave evidence of the numerous and fruitful
possibilities of integration between the services offered by the Europeana Labs and E-Space's Technical Space.
The morning of the 24th of March was reserved to an internal meeting among the E-Space pilots' representatives, who discussed and
exchanged ideas about the use of the services illustrated during the previous day and the planning of the next steps.
For further info visit www.europeana-space.eu
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